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Griswold Manufacturing Company or its predecessor, Seldon and Griswold Manufacturing
Company, produced “ERIE” skillets for 27 years from c. 1880 to c. 1907. Along the way there
were significant changes made to the skillets. These changes can be captured as identifying
characteristics and can be categorized into six discrete Series. A primary objective of this
article is to assist collectors in the identification of “ERIE” skillets in each Series.
In circa 1886 Seldon and Griswold started producing the less expensive VICTOR line of skillets.
Many characteristics of the VICTORs match or correspond closely to those of their “ERIE” line.
BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
While it has been said that almost every “ERIE” skillet is different or is individualized, if one
studies many, many “ERIEs” the defining characteristics begin to sort themselves into different
groups or Series. A progression in the development of the “ERIE” skillet can be noted, and
approximate dates can even be assigned to various changes.
The work that is being summarized here is that of W. Dean Fitzwater, John Madole, Steve
Stephens, and Roy G. Meadows. Although W. Dean Fitzwater in Kettles ‘n Cookware, Vol.4
No.6, published in February/March 1996, first reported on this topic, the above individuals
along with others have been studying the “ERIEs” for several years.
The work reported by Fitzwater in 1996 only recognized five Series of “ERIEs”. The very earliest
“ERIEs”, with the “scooped handle”, were not even recognized at this time. John Madole
reported on this early Series, which he called the “New Series”, in a Kettles ‘n Cookware article
in Vol.10 No.6 published November/December 2001. This additional Series has been put in the
proper sequence and is now called the First Series. The other Series were subsequently
renumbered and this resulted in the six Series we identify today.
IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIX SERIES
This section will include a brief discussion of the identifying characteristics for each of the six
Series. It will enable one to place a particular “ERIE” skillet in the proper Series.
First Series (c. 1880 – c. 1886)
The earliest “ERIEs”, which we call the First Series, have outside heat rings with the identifying
characteristic “scooped handle”. The underneath portion of the handle around the tear drop
hole resembles a “scoop”. See the comparison of a “scooped handle” to a handle typical of the
other “ERIE” Series in Figure 1. This area for gripping with one’s fingers has a distinct recess
for the First Series while this area blends into the handle for the other Series. The First Series
skillets did not have pattern numbers. Figure 2 shows a typical First Series “ERIE”.
Second Series (c. 1886 – 1892)
The identifying characteristics of the Second Series, which also have outside heat rings, are the
lack of a pattern number along with a rib handle rather than the “scooped handle”. The rib
handle may be of the modified or medium type (i.e., partial) or it may be the full rib type
extending to the tip of the hole. The rib handle came after the “scooped handle”, but still there
was no pattern number just as with the First Series. See Figure 3 for a typical Second Series
“ERIE”.
Third Series (c. 1892 – 1905)
In c. 1892 Seldon and Griswold Manufacturing started putting pattern numbers on their
cookware. The identifying characteristic for the Third Series is skillets with outside heat rings,
rib handles, and also with pattern numbers. These pattern numbers were located in the center
of the skillets. See Figure 4 for a typical Third Series “ERIE”. This “ERIE” Series had the longest
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production time of about 13 years. Therefore, there exists more Third Series “ERIEs” than any
of the other Series.

Figure 1. Comparison of the scooped handle and the handle found on most ERIE skillets

Fourth Series (c. 1905?)
For a short duration, believed to be in 1905 after moving into a new and larger plant, Griswold
produced skillets with the identifying characteristic of the lettering being of an artistic style.
Prior to the fourth Series, the lettering had basically been of a block nature. This Series was
made with both the outside heat ring and the new inset heat ring. See Figure 5 for a typical
Fourth Series “ERIE”.
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Figure 2. First Series ERIE skillet, manufactured c. 1880 to 1886

Figure 3. Second Series ERIE skillet, manufactured c. 1886 to 1892
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Figure 4. Third Series ERIE skillet, manufactured c. 1892 to 1905

Figure 5. Fourth Series ERIE skillet, manufactured c. 1905
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Fifth Series (c. 1905 - 1907)
The Fifth Series returned to the traditional block lettering in quotes, but with the
distinguishing characteristic of having an inset heat ring. See Figure 6 for a typical Fifth Series
“ERIE”. This is the first time Griswold produced skillets from size 5 through 12. It was during
this period that Griswold identified one specific pattern number for a given size skillet and this
number was followed throughout the remainder of Griswold’s existence to 1957.
Sixth Series (c. 1905 - 1907)
The identifying characteristic for the Sixth Series inset heat ring skillets is the omission of
quotes around the ERIE trademark. The quotes were omitted for the remaining skillets that
Griswold produced. See Figure 7 for a typical Sixth Series ERIE.
Spider (c. 1890 – c. 1891)
The “ERIE” skillet featuring Griswold’s spider trademark is one of the most desirable pieces of
cast iron cookware. Not much is known about the reason why Griswold produced this
uncommon skillet. It can be dated to c. 1890 to 1891 by comparing the heat ring, reinforcing
rim, handle reinforcing pad, and full rib handle. Why this unique skillet was apparently
produced for such a short period of time is unknown. It may have been produced as a
commemorative item for a special event. Perhaps many housewives didn’t like having a
“spider” in their kitchen. The design was not particularly durable in that the spider trademark
is a positive (protrudes from the base) and was therefore worn off easily as the skillet was
moved around on the stove. Was this the reason for its short life? Figure 8 shows an example
of an “ERIE” Spider that has a trademark in excellent condition. It would seem that this
particular skillet didn’t see the eye of the stove on a regular basis.
We know the spider trademark was a favorite with Griswold management as it was used in
their company letterhead for many years after it was no longer used on their skillets and
teakettles. We have seen examples of letterhead used by Matthew Griswold as late as 1908 that
still uses this trademark.
The spider trademark is believed to have originated from the story about Robert Bruce (12741329), a gallant Scottish king who spent most of his life trying to free his country from English
rule. The legend is told about Bruce lying in a bed in a wretched hut hiding from his enemies.
On the roof above him, Bruce saw a spider swinging by one of its threads. It was trying to
swing itself from one beam to another. It tried six times and failed. Bruce realized that he had
fought the same number of battles in vain against the English. He decided that if the spider
tried a seventh time and succeeded, he also would try again. The spider’s seventh attempt was
successful. Bruce took heart and went forth to victory.
Griswold’s 1904 Bulletin A, which shows the spider trademark, includes the following quote:
“As the little spider brought success to Robert Bruce, so cooking utensils bearing this
trade mark brings success to all who use them.”
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Figure 6. Fifth Series ERIE skillet, manufactured c. 1905 to 1907

Figure 7. Sixth Series ERIE skillet, manufactured c. 1905 to 1907
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DISCUSSION OF OTHER CHARACTERISTICS AND PROGRESSION
The features or characteristics of the six “ERIE” Series have been summarized in Table 1,
“ERIE” Skillet Characteristics. This can be used as a quick reference to help identify a skillet as
being in a particular Series. This also provides the approximate date of manufacture.
This section will discuss the various characteristics, aid in their identity, and discuss their
progression.
“ERIE”
The “ERIE” name or trademark appears in quotes on the First through Fifth Series. Only on the
Sixth Series have the quotes been omitted. The Sixth Series was probably the transition to
eliminating the quotes around the name (either “ERIE” or Griswold) used in the trademark.
Quotes were not used in any Griswold skillet trademarks subsequent to the “ERIEs”.
The size and spacing of the letters used to comprise the word “ERIE” varied not only from
Series to Series, but also within the Series even for the same size skillet. The lettering appears
to have become more standardized after the Fourth Series.
The letters in the Fourth Series are unique and have been referred to as Artistic lettering. It has
also been described as “squiggly” lettering. See Figure 9 for an Example of the Artistic Lettered,
Fourth Series. The reason for this type of lettering is not known and it was used for only a
relatively short period as can be surmised from the low number of Fourth Series “ERIEs” that
are found.
Heat Ring
The transition was made during the production of the Fourth Series “ERIEs” c. 1905 from the
Outside Heat Ring to the Inset Heat Ring that was used for all future skillets. The Outside Heat
Rings were on the edge of the bottom and were basically extensions of the skillet sidewalls.
They protruded about 1/16 inch below the bottom. See Figure 10 for a Comparison of the
Types of Heat Rings.
It is believed the Heat Ring was used for two purposes. First, it provided even heat distribution.
With the skillet sitting on the Heat Ring, the cooking surface did not touch the smooth surface
of the wood stovetop and therefore hot spots were eliminated. The raised bottom allowed heat
to circulate equally under all parts of the skillet; much of the heat was transferred by
convection rather than by conduction. Second, if a skillet bottom warped slightly from the heat,
the skillet would still sit flat on its Heat Ring on the smooth stovetop surface. It is felt that even
with the introduction of smooth bottom skillets with their thicker bottoms, Heat Rings
continued to be used on the larger sizes (11-14) because the large bottoms are more prone to
hot spots and warping.
The Heat Rings also tended to keep the skillets centered on certain types of burners such as a
wood stove when used without the cook top lid or an electric stove with a round eye.
The Inset Heat Rings give better support to the bottom of the skillet by reducing the width of
the span. Therefore, skillets with Inset Heat Rings are less likely to warp and this is felt to be
the reason for the change from Outside to Inset Heat Rings.
Pattern-Maker Marks
Many of the Second and Third Series “ERIE” skillets had small figures or extraneous letters or
numbers that are believed to be marks to identify a particular pattern and perhaps the pattern
maker. Thus they are called Pattern-Maker Marks. Twenty-eight different symbols and eight
different letters and numbers have been identified and are shown in Table 2. There may be
others that have not yet been identified. Some of the symbols are very interesting and are much
sought after by several collectors.
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Figure 8. The ERIE spider skillet

Note that the letter following the pattern number on the Third and higher Series skillets are not
considered to be a Pattern-Maker Mark. The real purpose for this letter is not certain, but the
following are possibilities:
•
•
•

Indicator of pattern position when casting multiple pieces in the same mold
Pattern designation or identification number, or
For quality control purposes.

Pattern Number
Beginning with the Third Series in c. 1892, pattern numbers were assigned for each skillet. It is
thought that initially a separate pattern number was assigned for each pattern. However, with
time and significant use patterns wear out. So assigning a separate number soon became
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Figure 9. Example of artistic lettering used on the Fourth Series skillets

Figure 10. Comparison of types of heat rings.
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impractical because of the shear number of patterns required for a run of several years for a
particular skillet of a particular size. For this reason, one specific number was assigned for
each size skillet starting with the Fifth Series. The same number was used for a particular size
skillet for the remainder of Griswold’s production until they stopped in 1957. Although the
trademark would change (i.e., Slant, Large Block, Small Block, etc.), the pattern number would
remain the same. Table 1 shows the pattern numbers used for the Third, Fourth, Fifth, and
Sixth Series “ERIEs”.
All of the pattern numbers are three digit numbers except for the No. 5 in the artistic lettered
Fourth Series. For some reason that is not understood, a four-digit number, 3348, was used
on a portion of the production. Both the pattern numbers 724 and 3348 can be found with the
Inset Heat Ring. Another unusual occurrence with the Artistic Fourth Series skillets is that the
abbreviation “No.” was used before the skillet number. This abbreviation was not used on any
other Series. This abbreviation can be seen on the skillet in Figure 5.
Reinforced Lip
The lip of the “ERIE” skillets was made thicker than the skillet sides. This reinforcing was
probably done to make it stronger and less susceptible to cracking. Although the lip is thicker
on all “ERIE” skillets, a very distinct lip is found on the First, Second, and some of the Third
Series. Starting with the Fourth Series the thicker lip is “blended” into the skillet side. See
Figure 11 for a Comparison of Skillet Lips. In some articles this distinct reinforcing lip of the
early Series was referred to as a Wrap Lip.
Handles
Several different shapes were used for the handles on “ERIE” skillets. As already discussed the
First Series had the “scooped handle”. This evolved into a Full Rib Handle, then a Modified or
Medium Rib Handle, and finally into the Rounded Rib Handle used in their later production.
See Figure 12 for a Comparison of Handles.
Reinforcing Pads
Except for the initial First Series skillets, all “ERIEs” as well as Griswold’s later production had
reinforcing pads where the handle is attached to the skillet wall. This reinforcing pad is rather
distinct on a portion of the First and Third Series skillets and all of Second Series skillets.
Starting with the Third Series, this reinforcing pad was blended into the side of the skillet so
its presence is not as noticeable. The Distinct Reinforcing Pad had several shapes ranging from
a semicircle or half-moon, to a half-moon with semi-rounded sides, and finally to the familiar
triangular lobe shape. See Figure 13 for a Comparison of Reinforcing Pads.
It is obvious from looking at the progression of the changes being made to the handle and
reinforcing pad as the “ERIEs” evolved that issues arose around this junction that Griswold
was trying to overcome. Cracking was a big problem both in manufacturing and during use by
the housewife. The reinforcement was finally blended into the skillet side to prevent the
concentration of stress forces at the edge of the Distinct Reinforcing Pad.
Plated Skillets
Seldon and Griswold started nickel-plating skillets in c. 1890 or 1891. This was during the
production of the Second Series “ERIEs”. Nickel plated “ERIEs” can be found in all Series
except for the First Series. Commercial nickel-plating, which used electricity, was relatively new
when first used by Griswold. It seems there was a demand for cooking utensils that looked
“better” than regular cast iron by their wealthier customers. The plated utensils were shiny and
were advertised to have a superior cooking surface. They would generally command a price that
was double that for the identical regular cast iron utensil. See Figure 14 for a typical Nickel
Plated “ERIE”.
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Figure 11. Comparison of skillet lips

Figure 12. Comparison of handles
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All plated “ERIEs” were nickel-plated; Griswold did not start plating with chromium until c.
1929.
Skillet Sizes
In general “ERIEs” were manufactured in sizes 6 through 12 corresponding to the common
burner or cook lid sizes for wood stoves. The small (0 through 5) and large (13, 14, and 20) size
skillets came after the production of “ERIEs” had stopped.
The smaller sizes of the First Series “ERIEs” had smaller dimensions than for the
corresponding size in the other Series. This is probably the reason a size 6 was not made in the
First Series. The No. 7 skillet would fit the No. 6 cook top lid. See Figure 15 for a Comparison of
Size for First and Second Series No. 7.
The full range of sizes was made in the First, Second, Third and Fifth Series. We do not know
why the full range was not manufactured for the Fourth (Artistic) and Sixth (ERIE without
Quotes) Series. Perhaps the run length was too short. The most popular skillet size in the late
1800’s seemed to have been the No. 8. More 8’s are found than any other size.

Distinct reinforcing pad
(Triangular lobe shape)
No reinforcing pad

Blended reinforcing pad

Figure 13. Comparison of reinforcing pads
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Figure 14. Comparison of nickel-plated and regular (unplated) cast iron

First Series No. 7 on top
of a Second Series No. 7

Figure 15. Comparison of size for First and Second Series No. 7 skillets
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OTHER OBSERVATIONS
Skillet Lids
Griswold did not produce lids for the “ERIE” line of skillets. The benefits of lids were not
recognized at this time; production of lids for skillets did not begin until c. 1915 well after the
“ERIE” era. During the “ERIE” era if the cook needed a cover while cooking in a skillet, they
placed a pie tin or other metal utensil over the skillet.
Griswold received patents for their concave lids with multiple concentric drip rings on February
10, 1920 for cooking utensils in general and September 22, 1925 for skillets in particular.
Griswold made lids and covers with a smooth inner surface prior to this.
Wood Handle Skillets
The benefits for a handle that was less conductive and therefore cooler than cast iron has been
recognized for a long time. Unfortunately less conductive materials that could withstand the
heat from cooking and also be molded into the shape of a handle were not available until the
development of early plastics in the 1910’s.
Wood was an inexpensive and readily available material during the late nineteenth century and
it could be easily manufactured into an insulating handle for a skillet. Seldon and Griswold
first produced the No. 8 skillet with a wood handle during the period while the Second Series
“ERIEs” were being manufactured c. 1886 to 1892.
The only wood handle “ERIEs” that are known are the No. 8 skillets in the Second Series and
Nos. 8, 9, and 10 skillets in the Third Series. It is not understood why wood handle skillets
were not produced during production of the Fourth, Fifth, or Sixth Series “ERIEs” or the
production of GRISWOLD’S ERIE. The wood handle skillets were next produced in the c. 1909
to 1916 period, when Griswold produced a series of skillets with heat rings, the Slant
trademark, and the word ERIE.
The early wood handles were round and did not have the Bakelite insulator between the wood
and the cast iron, as did the later Griswold skillets. These early handles often were burned
from the heat of the stove. They also would dry out and loosen in their socket; this would affect
the stability of the wood handle.
Deep Skillets
Griswold very early made what they referred to as “Extra Deep Skillets”. These were similar to
the regular Third Series “ERIEs” and appeared in the 1890 Griswold Catalog in three sizes,
Nos. 8, 9, and 10. These “Extra Deep Skillets” have been referred to as Doughnut Fryers or
Chicken Fryers and were specifically adapted for frying foods requiring a considerable amount
of grease. When the “ERIE Extra Deep Skillets” were produced, the sides had a pleasing slope
similar to the regular skillet; later, in the 1920’s when lids were introduced, the sides were
made steeper so a specific size lid would fit both a regular and an “Extra Deep” skillet. The
pattern numbers used for the Third Series “Extra Deep ERIEs” were p/n 732 for No. 8, p/n 733
for No. 9, and p/n 734 for No. 10.
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Table 1

“ERIE” Skillet Characteristics
Characteristic

First Series

Second Series

Spider

Third Series

Fourth Series

Fifth Series

Sixth Series

Approximate Dates of Manufacture

c. 1880-c. 1886

c. 1886-c. 1892

c. 1890-c. 1891

c. 1892-c. 1905

c. 1905?

c. 1905-c. 1907

c. 1905-c. 1907

6-12

8

6-12

5&9

5-12

7,8,11

X

X

X

Known Sizes Manufactured
Block "ERIE" in Quotes

7-12

1

X

Artistic "ERIE" in Quotes

X
X

Block ERIE w/o Quotes
Outside Heat Ring

X
X

X

X

X

Inset Heat Ring

X

Pattern-Maker Marks

X (28 Symbols)

X

X

X

X

X

Some

No. Before Skillet #

X

Reinforced Lip

X

X

X

Scooped Handle

X

Full Rib Handle

X

X

Modified or Medium Rib Handle

X

X

Rounded Rib Handle
Distinct Reinforcing Pad for Handle

X

Some

X
X

Some

Known Nickel Plated Skillets in Series
Pattern Number On Skillet

X

X

Some

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

724, 3348

724

No. 5 skillet
No.6 skillet

699, 700

699

No.7 skillet

701, 702, 703

701

701

No.8 skillet

704 thru 708

704

704

No.9 skillet

710, 711, 712, 713

No.10 skillet

715, 716

716

No.11 skillet

717, 718

717

No.12 skillet

719

719

Note 1. Some are smaller in size than same number in other Series
Revised by Roy G. Meadows September 3, 2008

710

710

717

Table 2

Patternmaker’s Marks on Second and Third Series “ERIE” Skillets – Graphic Symbols
Size

Orientation 1

Position 2

Size

Orientation 1

Position 2

6-12

*

*

Bull's Eye- 3 Ring

10

5:00 o'clock

50%

Anchor

8

5:00 o'clock

40%

Hand Tamper

8

5:30 o'clock

55%

Plus Mark

9

6:00 o'clock

60%

Dots- 4-Dot

7, 8

5:30 o'clock

55%

8, 11

5:30 o'clock

80%, 65%

Dots- 6-Dot

7

5:30 o'clock

60%

8

1:00 o'clock

50%

Dot- Single

7, 10

6:00 o'clock

90%

7,9

12:00 o'clock

50%

Teeter-totter

Hour Glass

9

12:30 o'clock

50% (?)

Champagne Glass

9

12:00 o'clock

50%

Diamond

8

12:00 o'clock

60% (?)

Shield

7

5:30 o'clock

55%

Flag

8

5:00 o'clock

50%

Pineapple

8

6:00 o'clock

25%

Daisy Flower- 6
Petal

8

5:00 o'clock

55%

Man-in-the-moon

8

5:00 o'clock

35%

Daisy Flower- 8
Petal

7,8

4:30 o'clock

50%

Circle Triangle w/
Star

6, 10

Center

0%

Daisy Flower- 12
Petal

7,8

4:30 o'clock

50%

Badge

9

1:00 o'clock

55%

Postage Stamp

9

12:00 o'clock

35%

Crescent Moon

8

5:00 o'clock

45%

Bull's Eye- 2
Ring

10

5:00 o'clock

50%

Bull's Eye Center

6

4:00 o'clock

85%

Name
None

Moon
Star- 5 Point
Solid
Star- 5 Point Line

Mark

Name

Mark

This symbol has been reported by collectors, but a skillet
has not been examined to determine its arrangement

Table 2 – continued

Patternmaker’s Marks on Second and Third Series “ERIE” Skillets
Letters and Numbers
Mark

Size

Orientation 1

Position 2

A

6

5:30 o'clock

70%

A

7,8,9,10

5:30 o'clock

60%-70%

B

8

1:00 o'clock

60%

B

8

6:00 o'clock

40%

B

8

9:00 o'clock

10%

B

8

12:00 o'clock

15%

B

9

5:30 o'clock

75%

B

10

5:30 o'clock

70%

B

11

5:00 o'clock

60%

C

8

5:30 o'clock

75%

C

9

5:30 o'clock

60%

D

7

5:30 o'clock

55%

D

8

5:30 o'clock

75%

D

9

12:00 o'clock

60%

D

9

5:30 o'clock

65%

D

9

10:30 o’clock

5%

E

7,8

5:00 o'clock

55%

F

8

5:30 o'clock

65%

z

7

11:45 o’clock

55%

8

9

5:30 o'clock

80%

Note 1. Orientation with handle in the 6 o'clock position.
Note 2. Relative distance from center (0%) to skillet edge (100%).
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